2017-2018 Committee Members and Regular Guests
Gayle Goudy (Co-Chair), Chad Galuska (Co-Chair), Andrew Przeworski (Secretary), Thomas Carroll, Garrett Davidson, Douglas Friedman, Nenad Radakovic, Kathleen Rogers, Wayne Smith, Lynn Cherry, Megan Gould, Mary Bergstrom, Julie Dahl, Jerry Mackeldon, Franklin Czwazka

Guests
- Juliette Bourdier, French (bourdierjm@cofc.edu)
- Jannette Finch, Library (finchj@cofc.edu)
- Sara Frankel, Studio Art (frankels@cofc.edu)
- Godfrey Gibbison, School of Professional Studies (gibbisonga@cofc.edu)
- Kevin Keenan, Urban Studies (keenank@cofc.edu)
- Jennifer Kopfman, Communication (kopfmanj@cofc.edu)
- Shawn Morrison, French (morrisonsh@cofc.edu)
- David Parisi, Communication (parisid@cofc.edu)
- Robert Perkins, Teacher Education (perkinsr@cofc.edu)
- Chris Warnick, English (warnickc@cofc.edu)
- Kelley Mayer White, Teacher Education (whitekm@cofc.edu)

Old Business

1) Approve minutes from January meeting

2) January curriculum proposals were all approved by Faculty Senate on February 13
   b) INTL: Change INTL-INAF, INTL-INCL, INTL-INEU, INTL-INLA concentrations to reflect added/deactivated FREN courses.
   c) INTL: Move INTL 350 into the cores of the following concentrations: INTL-INAF, INTL-INAS, INTL-INEU, INTL-INLA
   d) ARTS 339: Course change to make ARTS 339 repeatable.
   e) PPLW: Add electives to the concentration for both the philosophy and political science majors. Change the way these major GPAs are calculated.
   f) CSCI 462/INFS: Prerequisite change for CSCI 462 to accommodate INFS students; change INFS degree requirements to swap 459 for 462, add CSCI 111 as a required course, and add ENTR 360 to the list of business electives.
   g) CSCI Program Changes: Remove the requirement to take CSCI 360 in both the BA and the BS. In the BA, replace it with CSCI 362. In the BS, add 310, 332, and 345 to the requirements, remove six hours of natural science, and require one fewer elective.
   h) GEOL: Create three new field courses (GEOL 364, 365, and 366) and an associated program change.
   i) PSYC: PSYC 397 prerequisite change and PSYC 497 credit hour change.
   j) MATH: De-crosslist 400- and 500-level courses. Does not require a vote.
3) Chair’s Report: Repeatable Variable Topics (Special Topics) Courses

New Business

4) Curriculum Proposals Review and Vote

   a) LIBR 106 (Finch): New course proposal.
   b) PEAC (Carroll): Create four new courses (PEAC 114, 142, 150, 160) and deactivate one course (PEAC 117)
   c) USRT (Keenan): Add HIST 251 as an alternative to HIST 211 in both their major and minor, and add POLI 397 to their Sustainable Urbanism concentration.
   d) COMM (Kopfman, Parisi): Change minor from requiring both COMM 214 and 215, to requiring two of COMM 214, 215, 216.
   e) ARTS (Frankel): Add repeatability to ARTS 331, 332, 333, and 334. Add restrictions to ARTS 119 to allow for some sections to be reserved for freshmen or sophomores.
   f) FREN (Bourdier, Morrison): Add repeatability to FREN 383. Create 300-level independent study (FREN 398).
   g) ENGL (Warnick): Create a new concentration in Writing, Rhetoric, and Publication (ENGL-WRIT). To support this, create six new courses (ENGL 225, 316, 322, 369, 372, 379), modify three other courses (305, 310, 334), and add the new courses to their major, ENCW concentration, and EDEN cognate.
   h) EDEE (Perkins, Radakovic, White): Renumber courses to facilitate cross listing with graduate courses: EDEE 420 (from 380), 425 (from 325), 429 (from 375), 435 (from 378), 438 (from 331), 445 (from 333), 468 (from 368), 488 (from 415), 490 (from 382), 495 (from 416). EDEE is also cross listing some courses that aren’t being renumbered (EDEE 403, 407, 409).
   i) PRST Legal Studies (Gibbison): Create a new concentration in Legal Studies (PRST-LGST). This will require creating seven new courses: LGST 301, 306, 307, 308, 309, 390, 444.
   j) PRST (Gibbison): Revise the core of the PRST major. The existing core courses will be deactivated (PRST 220, 230, 300, 301, 302, 303, 400), and new courses are being created to take their places (PRST 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 410).

Upcoming Business

- Next FCC Meeting: Friday, March 16, from 3:00-5:00 pm in 201 Sterns